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Abstract—Security control specifications of software systems are designed to meet their security requirements. It is difficult to know both the value of assets and the malicious intention of attackers at design time, hence assumptions about the operational environment often reveal unexpected flaws. To diagnose the causes of violations in security requirements it is necessary to check these design-time assumptions. Otherwise, the system could be vulnerable to potential attacks. Addressing such vulnerabilities requires an explicit understanding of how the security control specifications were defined from the original security requirements. However, assumptions are rarely explicitly documented and monitored during system operation. This paper proposes a systematic approach to monitoring design-time assumptions explicitly as logs, by using traceability links from requirements to specifications. The work also helps identify which alternative specifications of security control can be used to satisfy a security requirement that has been violated based on the logs. The work is illustrated by an example of an electronic patient record system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

While developing requirements into specifications, software engineers have to make assumptions about the runtime operational environment. The gap between a system and its operational environment is bridged conceptually by explicit and implicit assumptions [1]. In reality, not all assumptions are documented explicitly at design-time, or even validated at runtime. Traceability links can be used to address the problem of explicitly documenting assumptions [2], and monitoring can be used to validate assumptions at runtime [3]. Since changes to the operational environment could render design-time assumptions invalid, it is necessary to provide support for both approaches, which is even more important for security requirements and their respective security control specifications.

The invalidation of an assumption may have undesirable consequence on the behaviour of the application, which often denies security requirements [4] [5], and may leave an application vulnerable to attacks. For example, consider the requirement of protecting the bank balance of a credit card from an unauthorised user, and the implementation of this requirement by a security control specification that requires personal identification number (PIN) authentication. Assume that only the owner of the card knows the pin. In this case, a disclosure of the PIN to another user who has access to the card could cause loss of money on the associated bank account.

Monitoring assumptions is useful, and necessary, to identify runtime alternatives for security control specifications that are more effective. Examples of alternative security control specifications are (i) limiting the balance of the credit card, or (ii) introducing two-factor authentication such as short messages with onetime codes to verify that the user also owns the registered phone.

Addressing these types of violations requires a good understanding of how security control specifications are defined from security requirements. More specifically, there is a need to analyse and document assumptions by asking questions such as Why an assumption was made? and What are the implications of an assumption on the satisfaction of security requirements?

In this paper, we propose an approach to identify alternative security control specifications of violated requirements in order to support adaptation of the system in the face of violations. More specifically, the approach monitors assumptions continuously to generate logs about the system and its environment [6]; and uses predefined traceability links to identify the security control specifications associated with the requirements. In the event that a security requirement is not satisfied, the approach identifies the associated security control specifications by traversing the traceability links, and uses the log files to analyse the assumptions that hold.

The approach combines three techniques, namely (i) entailment relations of requirements problems [7], (ii) problem progression [8] [9], and (iii) causality relations [10] [11]. The entailment relation technique is used as the basis for relating requirements and specifications through documentation of the assumptions associated with the security control specifications. The problem progression technique is used to help with the identification of the specifications which are related to the requirements. These relations are represented explicitly by traceability links based on causality. We call these links Causal Traceability. The causality relations between the logged events
are used during the monitoring of assumptions. Compared to plain relationships between specifications and requirements, such traceability links are enriched with behavioural semantics of the application. The paper proposes an approach to managing assumptions using traceability links based on causality.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces an example to motivate the problem. Section III gives the background on problem progression, entailment and causality. Section IV describes the approach. Section V illustrates the approach through the example described in Section II. Section VI summarises related work and Section VII concludes the work.

II. EXAMPLE: ELECTRONIC PATIENT RECORDS SYSTEM

Our approach is illustrated using the access control requirements of a cloud-based electronic patient record (EPR) system.

A. Design assumptions about the runtime operation

Bob is a doctor who wants to access the medical records of his patients stored on the EPR system. A policy of the hospital is that Bob should only access the medical records when he is on duty. Assuming that the EPR system has already authenticated Bob, whether he is on duty or not depends on the combination of three contextual attributes, namely: his location, the time of day, and the identity of the network he is using when accessing the medical records. Furthermore, these attributes are determined respectively by three sensors: GPS, Clock, and WiFi. The availability of these three sensors is indicated by the values of three Boolean contextual variables: isWithinGPSRange, isWithinWorkingHours, and isCorrectSSID, respectively. The combinations of these three variables are used to compute ConfidenceLevel to indicate the trust the system has that the doctor is on duty (see Table I). The values can be VERY LOW, LOW, MEDIUM, or HIGH (e.g., if the GPS sensor provides accurate coordinates and the doctor is connected to the hospital WiFi, but not during working hours (i.e. Row 7), the confidence level is HIGH).

ConfidenceLevel is used by Adam, the administrator of the system, to determine which access privileges of patient records are granted to Bob (see Table II). The privileges can either be Read, Write, or Share (e.g., if ConfidenceLevel is VERY LOW, no privilege is allowed).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row</th>
<th>isWithinGPSRange</th>
<th>isCorrectSSID</th>
<th>isWorkingHours</th>
<th>ConfidenceLevel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>LOW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>MEDIUM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the information in Tables I and II, Bob’s access privileges depend on the sensors available on his device. For example, Bob’s iPad has a built-in GPS receiver while his laptop has none, which results in different privileges for him.

B. Runtime violation of access control policy requirement

Suppose Bob is denied the privilege to share a medical record when using his laptop but the he is granted the same privilege when using his iPad. After Bob complains to Adam about variation in his access privileges, Adam introduces a separate external GPS device that determines Bob’s location when accessing a medical record from his laptop. The EPR system access control policies are then updated such that whenever Bob is accessing a medical record from his laptop, his location is determined by the external GPS device. Meanwhile, if he accesses the system from the iPad, his location is determined by the built-in GPS device of the iPad.

For the new access control policy specification to work, a key assumption is that Bob is always carrying the GPS device when accessing medical records using his laptop. However, this assumption may not always hold. For instance if Bob left his GPS device in the hospital while retrieving medical records outside the hospital, the EPR system may conclude that the confidence level of Bob being on duty is HIGH (see Row 6 of Table I) when it should have been LOW (see Row 2 of Table I). As a result, Bob is granted all the privileges as if he was physically present at the hospital simply because his external GPS device indicates to the access control that he was at the hospital. However, since he is accessing the record from outside the hospital premises he should be allowed only to Read.

This scenario is a violation of the hospital policies that Bob should only access full privileges when in the hospital, and results from the invalidation of the assumption that the doctor always carries the external GPS device. The violation represents a vulnerability.

The EPR system as designed has no control over this assumption and has no way of verifying its validity. It has to trust that Bob will always behave in a way that ensures that the assumption holds. The scenario also demonstrates that one of the critical requirements for an application designed to satisfy security requirements is the capability to monitor the validity of assumptions at runtime.

III. BACKGROUND

Our approach for explicitly documenting assumptions is based on three key concepts, namely (i) entailment relations of requirements problems [7], (ii) causality in temporal logic [11], and (iii) problem progression transformations [10]. We use the entailment relation as the basis for relating requirements and specifications, causality to model the semantics
of traceability links, and problem progression as a systematic technique for eliciting traceability links and assumptions.

After the elicitation, we show how each explicit assumption can be monitored during system operation using attributes of the context. Explicit assumptions that cannot be monitored in their current form are transformed until they are in a form that they can be monitored. When the explicit assumptions are monitored, the reasoning of the security requirements satisfaction may involve switching the security control specification to an alternative one, if it exists. If all alternatives are exhausted, the system operator has to record the incident and resort to the designer for further investigations on the assumptions. In the rest of this section we describe the three key components of our approach: entailment, causality, and problem progression.

A. The entailment semantics

Entailment is a relationship between three sets of descriptions, namely: the requirements $R$, the specifications $S$ and the domain properties $W$.

The set of requirements $R$ describes the properties of the software system as desired by its users, customers, and other stakeholders. Requirements are optative in that they describe how the world would be once the envisioned system is in place. In the EPR system, for example, a security requirement is to control the access to medical records stated as: \textit{a doctor can read, write, or share a medical record only when s/he is on duty.}

The set of domain properties $W$ describes the behaviour of the contextual domains of the environment that interacts with the system-to-be. The attributes of a domain may have values that determine the behaviour of the adaptive application. Unlike requirements, domain properties are indicative in that whether these properties hold is independent of the behaviour of the system-to-be. In the EPR example, an indicative property is: \textit{working hours at the hospital are from 8am to 5pm.}

The set of specifications $S$ describes how the computer should behave in order to satisfy the domain properties described in $R$, given that the domain properties in $W$ hold. The specification for the EPR system could be: \textit{after a successful authentication, the doctor can read, write, or share a medical record only when s/he is accessing the record while on duty.}

In general, the problem-solution relationship between the three sets of descriptions explained above is given as the following:

$$ S, W \vdash R $$

where $\vdash$ is the entailment operator.

In order to support the entailment, one needs to know the details about the specific behaviour of $S$ and $W$.

B. The causality semantics

One way to further describe the three properties $(S, W,$ and $R)$ in the entailment semantics is in terms of events and fluents, borrowed from temporal logic such as the Event Calculus [12].

The cause and effect relationships between events and fluents in the domain descriptions are causality relations. A causality relation describes how the occurrence of one event $e_1$ leads to the occurrence of a second event $e_2$ as the effect of changing a fluent [11]. For example, when the time-of-the-day becomes 8am, the event isWorkingHours occurs. This is related by the causal relation:

$$ \text{ClockStrikes8am} \leftrightarrow \text{isWorkingHours} $$

Note the effect of time in this causality relation. The event ClockStrikes8am and the change of fluent isWorkingHours do not happen simultaneously, but consecutively. If event ClockStrikes8am happens at some time $t_0$, then the fluent isWorkingHours becomes true at a later time $t_1$.

C. The problem progression

The definition of a specification is achieved through successive transformations of a requirement using problem progression [10] until the requirement is concrete enough to be implementable as a machine specification.

The premise is that software problems are deeply rooted in the problem world and that in order to solve such problems should be re-expressed through the properties of the context until solutions can be found.

Figure 1 illustrates the gradual transformation of a requirement through problem progression to a specification. $R_3[e_3]$ is the initial requirement expressed in terms of effect $e_3$ which is caused by event $e_2$ in $W_2$. The causal relation, $e_2 \rightarrow e_3$, in $W_2$ suggests that $R_3$ can be expressed using only $e_2$, instead of being expressed using $e_3$. Using this relation $R_3$ is transformed into $R_2$. The same process is repeated to transform $R_2$ into $R_1$. $R_1$ is expressed only in terms of phenomena of the machine and it is the most concrete form of the original requirement $R_3$. The causal relations $e_1 \rightarrow e_2$ and $e_2 \rightarrow e_3$ form the traceability link between the requirement and specification. Each causal relation $e_i \rightarrow e_{i+1}$ is guarded by an assumption $A_{W_i}$ such that: $A_{W_i} \Rightarrow (e_i \rightarrow e_{i+1})$. This states that the causality can only happen if the assumption holds.

IV. COMBINING CAUSALITY WITH TRACEABILITY

In this section, we describe how to identify the assumptions of the contextual properties from the entailment semantics of traceability links between security requirements and security control specifications, during problem progression process.
We show how the causality semantics between runtime behaviours referenced by the contextual properties can be used in analysing and monitoring the identified assumptions.

A. Step 1. Documenting traceability links with entailment and causal semantics

We leverage the entailment relation to link security requirements $R$ to security control specifications $S$ given context $W$, assuming that $S$ satisfy $R$. The specifications and the requirements are usually expressed in different terms, which makes it more difficult to relate the two ($R$ and $S$).

In order to tease out the assumptions, one can start challenging every traceability link recorded during the problem progression. In Figure 2 the bold doubled-arrow line represents the traceability between $R$ and $S$. Conceptually, a traceability link between a requirement and a security control specification has two parts. The first part is between the requirements and contextual domains, as indicated by $(L_1)$ between $R$ and $W$ in Figure 2. According to the entailment relation, a requirement is defined as some property that must be exhibited by an application in order to solve some problem in the real world. For this reason, the requirement can be expressed as the conditions one would like to be true in terms of the attributes $x$ of the context once the system-to-be is in place. The second part, indicated by $(L_2)$, between $W$ and $S$ is the traceability between domains in the solution space, i.e. context and specification.

Relying on the assumptions $A_W$ about the behaviour of the context, denoted by $y$, the solution implements the behaviour $x$ that satisfies the requirements. The reliance of the security control specification on assumptions of the context is used to establish a causality between the two ($x$ and $y$). In forward traceability the requirement is the source artifact and the specification is the target; in reverse traceability the specification becomes the source and the requirement is the target.

B. Step 2. Monitoring assumptions as logs at runtime

Suppose that one has documented the assumptions explicitly as part of the design rationale through problem progression during the definition of alternatives to satisfy the security requirement. Typically the trade-offs decisions to prefer one specification to another is based on some assumptions. When a chosen specification has a problem in achieving the security requirement as complaints from users arise, it is necessary to adapt to the right alternative if possible. Therefore, every explicit assumption made during the trade-off needs to be validated.

After documenting the assumptions of traceability links in terms of referenced contextual attributes $x$ and causally reliant behaviour $y$, the next step is to determine which of them needs to be monitored and based on what property at runtime. Logging every single property is impractical and creates overhead for large systems. To avoid such overhead, we make use of the semantics of traceability links guided by the security requirements.

In this approach, we assume that there are multiple security control specifications for a security requirement. Otherwise, there is a single point of failure. For the current context, the system executes the security control specification that satisfies the security requirements. According to the causality between behaviours of domains in the security control specifications, one needs to enact the monitors of the reliant behaviour to generate logs. These logs are used for the next analysis step to reason about adaptation.

C. Step 3. Adapting security control specifications

At runtime, when an incident report about violation of a security requirement arises, the adaptation mechanism searches the logs to identify events with timestamps around the time the incident happened. The traceability links are used to identify the security control specifications involved, especially to filter the log for the ‘current’ security control specification that was active during the incident.

After that, the assumptions and the domain attributes associated with the logs of the current specification and the alternative specifications are fetched. The logs are used to classify three situations:

- All the assumptions of the current specification $s_0$ are satisfied. In this case, an alarm will be created to indicate that there is a potential misunderstanding of the domain assumptions;
- Some assumptions of the current specification are indeed false, but all the assumptions of at least one of the security control specifications (e.g., $s_1$) hold. In this case, the system could have adapted to the security control specification. If the system failed to adapt to $s_1$, then there could be a fault of the adaptation mechanism;
- None of the alternative security control specifications at the time of the incident could satisfactorily meet their assumptions. In this case, the system should have sent an alarm to the system administrator. The absence of such alarms could indicate a fault of the adaptation mechanism.

As one can see, adaptation is not the automated panacea to the problem. All the above situations could involve either (a) taking the system offline to investigate the assumptions on the traceability links; or (b) tolerating the risks of future violation of security requirements if the likelihood of a similar incident is low and the impact is negligible.

Fig. 2. Relating Requirements and Specifications through Domain Assumptions in the Context
V. Assumption Management: A Feasibility Study

In this section, we go through the three steps in the approach using the same running example from Section II.

A. Step 1. Documenting traceability links with entailment and causal semantics

The security requirement, $R_s$, of protecting the confidentiality of medical records can be stated as: doctors can access medical records only while on duty.

In satisfying this requirement two sub-problems, Authentication and Location, need to be solved. Solving these two sub-problems and composing their solutions essentially solves the confidentiality problem. Figure 3 shows an initial security control specification of the EPR system resulted from the progression of the problem.

Next, every assumption recorded during the problem progression should be challenged. The Authentication sub-problem is about how to determine that the doctor is who s/he claims to be? Initially, we have chosen to use authentication based on credentials (user name and password). In the process of problem progression, one can make a number of assumptions to justify the choice of solution for this sub-problem. Figure 4 shows a transformation of the authentication requirement $R_{auth}$ into the specification $S_{auth}$.

Starting with the initial authentication requirement $R_{auth_0}$ which says authenticating a doctor, the satisfaction of this requirement assumes $A_{Credentials}$. $A_{Credentials}$ is the assumption that the doctor knows the correct credentials. This assumption is based on the following causality:

$$A_{Credentials} \Rightarrow \text{(hasCorrectCredentials() } \rightarrow \text{ isDoctor())}$$

$A_{Credentials}$ helps transform $R_{auth_0}$ into $R_{auth_1}$: if credentials entered on the keypad are correct then the subject entering them is the legitimate owner of the credentials. The assumption placed on the keypad, $A_{Keypad}$, is based on the following causality:

$$A_{Keypad} \Rightarrow \text{(isCredentialsOwner() } \rightarrow \text{ hasCorrectCredentials())}$$

The weakness of this assumption is that even if credentials received by the system are correct, it is difficult to tell whether they were entered by the legitimate owner or by an attacker who has stolen them. Therefore, one cannot rely on the credentials entered on the keypad as the single way to identify the doctor. In addressing this issue one may consider a fingerprint scanner alternative, which is associated with its own assumptions. This transforms $A_{Keypad}$ to $A_{Fingerprints}$: (every individual has unique fingerprints). With this transformation, the requirement $R_{auth_1}$ becomes $R_{auth_2}$, which says that if finger prints read by the scanner match that of the doctor, then this is the doctor. This requirement transformation is based on the following causality:

$$A_{Fingerprints} \Rightarrow \text{(matchingFingerPrints() } \rightarrow \text{ isCredentialsOwner())}$$

The problem progression from $R_{auth_2}$ ends with the requirement $R_{auth_3}$, which states that if the fingerprints read by the scanner match that of the doctor then authentication is successful. Thus, the authentication specification $S_{auth}$ becomes:

$$\text{IF(matchingFingerPrints() } == \text{ true)THEN AuthenticationSuccessful}$$

Similarly, solving the Location sub-problem is about answering the following question: What does ‘on duty’ mean in the security requirement? One may explain that the doctor is on duty if s/he is within certain GPS coordinates, using the hospital WiFi for connection, and the time of day is between 8am and 5pm. Based on this, isOnDuty ($x_1$) is a property referred by the requirements, and GPS, WiFi, and Time-of-Day are attributes from the context ($x_2$). For example, one of the assumptions on GPS made in the progression of this sub-problem is that the doctor is always carrying the GPS device when requesting access and hence his/her location may be determined from the coordinates of the GPS device.

The documentation of the causality relations and assumptions is performed as part of the process of refining a requirement into a specification - a task that the analyst performs through problem progression. Given that traceability is based on causal relation in the context, any change in either the requirement or specification has minimal impact on the traceability. This is because both the requirement and specification are based on properties of the context which scopes the extent to which they can change.
B. Step 2. Monitoring assumptions as logs at runtime

Assumptions need to be monitored at runtime. To facilitate the analysis later on, one should log contextual data at runtime. For example, $A_{\text{WithDoctor}}$ is the assumption that the doctor always carries the GPS device when making a request for accessing medical records. Hence the coordinates given by the GPS device are assumed to be the location of the doctor. Although it is possible to log the coordinates of the GPS device into the system, it is not always sufficient to check the validity of this assumption. In fact, having a GPS device reporting the office location is not sufficient to tell whether it is with the doctor or not. The assumption can be challenged by asking what if the doctor is not carrying the GPS device.

An alternative security control specification is designed to consider the IP address of the subnet of doctor’s WiFi device and the known subnet range assigned to the hospital. If the two addresses are in the same subnet, according to the assumption, it is the doctor who is trying to access. Therefore, the IP address of the GPS device and device requesting access must be logged such that by examining the two IP addresses one may monitor whether the doctor is carrying the GPS device when requesting the access.

Figure 5 shows some of the data logs collected at run-time. Each entry has an associated time-stamp, and the recorded values for a list of monitored variables. These values will be used to validate the $A_{\text{WithDoctor}}$ assumption.

```
0800 Lat=25.2683268, Long=51.538666590000007, GPSDeviceIPAddress=168.100.90.01, RequestDeviceIPAddress=168.100.90.01, CredentialsCorrect=YES
0830 Lat=25.2683268, Long=51.538666590000007, GPSDeviceIPAddress=168.100.90.01, RequestDeviceIPAddress=168.100.90.01, CredentialsCorrect=YES
0900 Lat=25.2683268, Long=51.538666590000007, GPSDeviceIPAddress=168.100.90.01, RequestDeviceIPAddress=168.100.90.01, CredentialsCorrect=YES
0930 Lat=25.2683268, Long=51.538666590000007, GPSDeviceIPAddress=168.100.90.01, RequestDeviceIPAddress=168.100.90.01, CredentialsCorrect=YES
1000 Lat=25.2683268, Long=51.538666590000007, GPSDeviceIPAddress=168.100.90.01, RequestDeviceIPAddress=168.100.90.01, CredentialsCorrect=YES
```

Fig. 5. Concrete Contextual Data Logged at Run-time

Next we explain how such logs can be used and what to do even when an adaptation is insufficient.

C. Step 3. Adapting security control specifications

When a monitored assumption becomes invalid at runtime according to the logs, the system administrator needs to diagnose the specific point in the definition of a specification from a requirement where the assumption was made. For example, the security requirement was reported to be violated by Bob at 0931 HRS. By analysing the logs between 0900 HRS and 0930 HRS, it shows that $A_{\text{WithDoctor}}$ was invalid but access is granted.

The monitoring mechanism enacted earlier could have identified this situation and reported it to the administrator. However, neither the administrator was alarmed nor the alternatives of the security control specifications were invoked, indicating that there is a design flaw in the system. Narrowing the scope from this log would help the administrator diagnose the flaw.

As an alternative, the administrator may fix this by adding the GPS and access device’s IP addresses in the security control specification as additional contextual attributes for determining the doctor’s location.

```
IF(isCarryingGPSDevice(Doctor)) THEN
    IF (correctCredentials() & isWithinGPSRange()) THEN
        AllowRead(), AllowWrite(), AllowShare()
    ELSE
        DenyAccess()
    ELSE
        AlertAdministrator()
```

Fig. 6. Revised Specification with Assumption Monitoring

Figure 6 shows the revised access control specification with monitored assumptions used as a guard condition. If the condition $isWithGPSDevice(Doctor)$ is false, then access will not be granted. By checking whether the two IP addresses are in the same subnet, the revised specification solves the design flaw. This additional guard condition strengthens satisfaction of the security requirement and reduces the risk of vulnerability.

VI. RELATED WORK

Traceability has been used as a technique for supporting software maintenance activities [13, 14, 15, 16, 17] by linking artifacts. The links are often based on common keywords between the artifacts [15, 18]. However, while effective in maintaining explicit relationships between artifacts, these links do not contain adequate semantic information about the relationship between requirements (problems) and specifications (solutions) using satisfaction arguments [19]. Using rule-based representation, the proposed links can also be generalized in the same style as the requirement-to-object-model rules [20] or as bidirectional transformation rules [21].

Attempts have been made to establish semantically rich traceability links [22, 23, 24, 25]. However, such links are not sufficient for managing runtime assumptions in software development. The traceability links proposed in this paper are based on domain-specific and intrinsic information, relating security requirements to security controls, through causality [11, 9]. This representation is motivated by the observation that security requirements are stated in terms of the conditions that need to hold to protect assets from harm, and security controls are expressed in terms of the actions that need to be performed in order to satisfy the conditions stated by security requirements [7].

In earlier work we proposed to use causal traceability for explaining the behaviour of adaptive systems [26]. We are not the first to address the problem of managing assumptions. Ali et. al. [4] outlined an approach to monitor, at runtime, the assumptions in a requirements model, and to evolve the model to reflect the validity level of such assumptions. Although our approach is similar, we emphasise that understanding traceability between requirements and specifications is a key feature in monitoring and transforming assumptions.

Moreover, some approaches have been proposed in which traceability links are used to support software agile develop-
ment [27], and even in medical applications [28]. However, to the best of our knowledge, the use of traceability links to support security of applications is novel.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Assumptions made about the operating environment may become invalid during system operation resulting in vulnerabilities. We have proposed an approach to monitoring assumptions for security controls. In the approach we have combined the entailment and causality semantics to model traceability between requirements and specifications so that problem progression techniques can be used for systematically eliciting assumptions alongside traceability links. We have illustrated how our approach can be used for diagnosing vulnerabilities through an access control example of an electronic patient records system.

In ongoing work we will explore the possibility of using cause-to-effect and effect-to-cause rules [10] to enrich forward and reverse traceability links for forward and reverse engineering. Specifications based on weaker assumptions are currently discarded in our approach. We plan to retain and invoke them at run-time in the event that the default specification fails to satisfy the requirement. We also plan to provide an automatic way to identify traceability links, and to evaluate the approach in real-life case studies.
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